Issues of Implementing Electronic Supply Chain Management (E-SCM) In Enterprise
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Abstract: The integrated supply chain management with internet and technology brings new innovation management changes in enterprise. It called electronic supply chain management (E-SCM), to be able to reach the maximum result, the implementation of E-SCM need the ability to create, acquire, capture store, maintain and disseminate the organization's knowledge. This paper is literatures study that discussed about the issues related of benefits and constraints on E-SCM implementation in enterprise. Enterprise that implement E-SCM will have a competitive advantages which can be affecting the increase in performance of enterprise also be more sensitive to market environment changes rather than the competitor. This paper findings the success of E-SCM implemented in enterprise need support from knowledge management (KM).
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1. Introduction

The fact that B2B exchanges have been significantly affected by the transformation in sharing information processes, sizes of the companies from giant industrial to small start-ups, whom are conducting Internet based B2B exchanges. It is undeniable that business managers were thrilled by the prospect of its efficiency, effectiveness and innovation, which they believed would overcome barriers in time and geography and improve inter-organizational relation. IT is considered to be of significant strategic importance to most companies [1]. IT becomes a significant factor which create a close relationship between buyers and supplier relationships that will improve the collaboration process. According to [12] ICT allows cost reduction and improvements in product development and quality service in enterprise, resulting in gaining competitive advantage.

In order to develop the supply chain and utilize the IT and internet be known as an electronic supply chain. The electronic supply chain is a process involving enterprise and partners that integrated with a potential of the new technological solutions that allow the sharing of processes, objectives and information that relevant for the entire chain. ICT provides powerful tools that allow organizations to improve supply chain performance significantly, through enhanced process efficiency and integration [8] [15]. In order to find a better competitive advantage and survive in the market with daily increasing changes, all organizations are in need of a dynamic network based upon cooperation in supply chain management.

Internet enables supply chain to create, storage, dissemination and application of organizational knowledge. This third type of impact of the Internet on SCM is called knowledge management [23]. According to [8] KM refers to the set of processes or practice of developing in an organization the ability to create, acquire, capture store, maintain and disseminate the organization's knowledge. To be able to organize the implementation of supply chain, organization needs to be sure the managerial system can maximize the implementation of supply chain. Internet and IT allow efficient inter-organizational information flows, facilitating supply chain management [21]. Electronic supply chain management system can improve supply chain management by allowing effective communication between companies in the supply chain as well as providing easy
access to information generated. Furthermore, reducing the problem of information overload is considered to be another advantage of e-supply chain [18]. [22] analyzed the role of information sharing and collaborative behavior indicated a positive impact of trust, commitment, reciprocity, commitment and power on both; though supply chain performance is shown to be influenced more by collaboration than information sharing.

In a supply chain, products or services move from the upstream suppliers, through some intermediate links, to the downstream sellers, and ultimately to the end users. Only cooperation can help them to realize the whole value of supply chain. So the essence of supply chain is cooperation, then cooperation and cooperative relationship is not separated. The relationship among enterprises have direct link to the efficiency and benefit of supply chain. More stable the relation more steadies and more efficient the supply chain is [12]. E-collaboration refers to integrating and sharing data, through the internet or extranets. Upstream and downstream value chain process are integrated through cooperation and sharing information, allowing various parties in the supply chain to cooperate with each other in the development and design of products [15].

The main factors that contributed to the transition from SCM to E-SCM are a response to the business requests set from the new needs of the organizations: [19]

The need for additional reduction in the costs as well as improvements in the processes through the expansion of the tools for modern management in the organizations from the supplier channels to the customer channels

The introduction of computerization and digitalization of the internal functions of the organizations with new technique, tools, and management methods.

The need for efficiency and agility of the organizations in order that they can respond to the higher demands of the customers whose growing demands and bargaining power continually increases.

The effort to optimize the organization by having lower inventory levels both in manufacture and distribution by, in parallel, offering supreme quality and service.

The deserting of vertical integration and functional oriented organizations.

The tendency for outsourcing of some operational functions that are not the core of the business to other organizations specialized in that field.

The explosive expansion of global commerce and the opening of new markets that only few years ago were closed.

Finally, the e-business technologies and the internet have enabled organizations of all sizes to have a network and be closely connected, conquer with their partners and compete for market share.

The reason behind this study are to understand the issues related to the electronic supply chain management system in enterprise, to understand what factor that need to be added in successfully implementing electronic supply chain management and describe the role of electronic supply chain management system in enterprise.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Supply Chain Management

According to the Global Supply Chain Forum, SCM defined as: "The integration of key business processes from end user through original suppliers that provides products, services, and information that add value for customers and other stakeholders." [20] Supply Chain Management (SCM), also known as supply chain integration or supply chain optimization, is the process of optimizing a enterprise's internal practices in interacting with suppliers and customers in order to bring products to market more efficiently [9]

2.2. Information Technology (IT) and Internet

According [4] information technology (IT) allows a greater amount of data to be distributed with increased accuracy and frequency along the supply chains and for their activities to be synchronized. As a result, the firms in supply chain are able to efficiently coordinate their business decisions and activities and become integrated.

Internet connection and communication functions operated by the enterprises could result in more efficient information exchange among the enterprises. The operational process would be more successful and enterprises would further reduce the stocks and increase the inventory turnover rate that will boost organizational performance [3]

2.3. E-Supply Chain Management

The E-SCM is a concept that can be described as a network of independent partners who are not only distributors of certain products and services in the supply chain, but also stimulate the demand and lead the synchronization of capabilities and resources in the whole supply chain in order that they provide levels of operational efficiency and leadership on the market [10]

E-SCM is a combination between the internet, the supply chain management and the true balance between them [10]

E-SCM is a new dimension derived from the former SCM concept and developed as a result of the evolution of the information technologies as well as reengineering of the organizations’ business processes towards partners cooperation enabled by the Internet. [10]

Electronic supply chain management is the internet impact on the integrity of the original business processes from end-user to the main supplier of products, services and provides information to customers and other stakeholders and creates value [24]

Figure 1 explain that [5] proposed that customer relationship management, customer service management, demand management, e-fulfillment, e-procurement, manufacturing flow management, product development and commercialization, and reverse logistics are the part that related to the process of the integration of internet and business process. [17] added some topics that are related with SCM enablers, such as supply chain relationships, planning and optimization tools and information flows.
They also added two topics: industry structure and competitive challenges, and impact on performance. According to them by implementing internet in supply chain management will be affected to some management process in enterprise:

The customer relationship management process
The customer relationship management (CRM) is about developing and maintaining the relation with the customer. The impact of the internet in supply chain related to CRM can be distinguished into two different types of impacts. First is the internal effect. Through the internet either the customer or all business units can get the same information which enables them to negotiate. Second is the downstream effect. The downstream effect refers to the impact of the Internet on the relationships with customers which allows enterprise to provide new services to customers, increasing the companies’ products and services offerings then the important is allow enterprise to collect data as users navigate through web sites.

The demand management process
The demand management process includes forecasting demand and synchronizing it with distribution, production and procurement. The impact of the internet in this process affects its upstream and downstream links. The better forecasting will reduce the order process costs and the stock levels. Other than that, electronic supply chain management not only sharing the information but also the knowledge aspect. It enables partner access data analysis and modeling to jointly make a better planning and decision making.

The e-fulfillment process
This process is about the integration of the manufacturing, logistics and marketing functions to ensure customer satisfaction and reduce total cost before, during and after the order fulfillment. The impact of the Internet on the order fulfillment process has two main aspects. First is related with the e-commerce that consists on fulfilling customer order through the internet which increases the efficiency. Second aspect is related to the use of the Internet to improve the efficiency of the order fulfillment process which actually requires the access and manipulation of a large amount of data from customer orders to inventory levels.

The e-procurement process
The e-procurement process supports the procurement and sourcing activities via Internet technologies and enables an efficient negotiation between buyers and suppliers. Several firms have implemented e-procurement solutions not only to reduce costs but also sharing information since this e-procurement process involves retrieving, sharing and storing a large amount of data and information.

The product development and commercialization process
It distinguished into three types of effects: internal, downstream and upstream effects. In internal the Internet enables the collaboration of different functional units in the new product development process. While for the downstream affect, internet helps enterprise to study the target market faster with the cheaper way. And, the upstream effect enables suppliers involved in the process as early as possible in order to reduce costs and time.

The reverse logistics and returns process
It is undeniable that the effective return management became the most attractive weapon to stay in competitive. Managing returns involves managing different types of data such as the reasons for return, conditions of the product, point of return, instructions to customers, etc. The major impact of the Internet on this process consists on providing
better information and knowledge to all members of the supply chain involved in this process.

According to [14] E-SCM as the management in all the processes in the entire supply chain, such as planning and forecasting, procurement, inventory, production, logistics, sales and information and other resources and customer satisfaction, which is achieved by the means of e-commerce and information technology. They also identified the core features of an E-SCM as:

- Strategy of cooperation among members
- Intelligent of Information Management
- The agility and flexibility of business Integration of the network organization

The most important according to [7], the objectives of E-SCM are:

- Providing information availability and visibility
- Enabling single point of contact of data
- Allowing decisions based on total supply chain information
- Enabling collaboration with supply chain partners

2.4 Knowledge Management

Knowledge management is a discipline that promotes an integrated approach to identifying, capturing, evaluating, retrieving, and sharing all of an enterprise's information assets. These assets may include databases, documents, policies, procedures, and previously un-captured expertise and experience in individual workers.” (Duohon, 1998). The definition of knowledge management from APQC (American Productivity & Quality Center) is a systematic process that enables information and knowledge to grow, flow, and create value. The KM discipline is about connecting people to the information and expertise they need to achieve business results.

2.5 Research Findings About E-SCM in Enterprise

The following findings are about the competitive advantages from implement E-SCM for enterprise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Authors (years)</th>
<th>Significant Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Khan. S. A, Liang. Y (2014)</td>
<td>For SMEs operations E-SCM could be a potential feature to improve on the materials flow and information flow between supplier and customer. The contribution of supply chain management to firm performance be affected by market orientation and supply chain orientation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ivanovska, L. P and Kaleshovka, N. (2013)</td>
<td>Electronic supply chain management brings elements that contribute to improved and integrated supply chain relationships which enabled by technology solutions that allow electronic connection between the partners and their applications and systems. The Internet in fact enhances E-SCM by making real time information available and enabling collaboration between the partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ooi et al., (2009)</td>
<td>SMEs need to effectively share information in order to implement e-business successfully in their supply chain. In other words, SMEs that are willing to share essential supply chain information with their trading partners are more likely to adopt e-business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Chengzie, J., Zhaohan, S., (2009)</td>
<td>Having an effective supply chain management represents a vital element in creating a competitive advantage, as it directly influences coming forward to the changes in the demand effectively and efficiently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C. Y. Chen et al., (2006)</td>
<td>The enterprises' reinforcement of e-Supply chain capability could improve organizational performance; when the competitive advantages were increased, there would be better organizational performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hajar Fatorachian. (2012)</td>
<td>E-SCM system can improve SCM by allowing effective communication between companies in the supply chain as well as providing easy access to information generated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Navid Nikakhtar* and Yang Jianzheng. (2012)</td>
<td>The competitive advantage by the use of electronic supply chain as a basic and fundamental factor in fixed and maintenance of next step and make better situation than other competitors in market and industry. The electronic supply chain management that efficiency and applications may assist the organization for obtaining a high rate of competitive advantage against competitors in market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dehning et al., (2007).</td>
<td>The potential performance improvement with e-supply chains (e-SCs) that are directly observed as cost reductions, increased responsiveness, and better financial performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ghasemi, A., Shir Mohamadi, M., Taimouri, A.,(2015)</td>
<td>The use of electronic supply chain management in companies and factories will reduce administrative costs; improve process efficiency, greater integration, increased agility and flexibility of the organization and lower effect occurs in terms of supply chain, reduce inventory levels, faster access to information as well as improve communications and customer service. All of these advantages reduce operating costs, increase productivity, increase revenue and so on, which indicates improvement in the economic performance of the enterprise or organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Maymand, Dr. Mohammad M and Mohebi, N., (2016)</td>
<td>Implementing electronic supply chain can help making-loyalty among customers and in this case improving satisfaction level, trust and loyalty of customer on organization or enterprise. The improving satisfaction level is more important in making customer’s loyalty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Valverde, R., and Saadé, R. G. (2015)</td>
<td>E-SCM has positive impact because conducting better communication between the firm and its supplier, facilitates document preparation and provides for better remote access capability. The survey revealed that the use of E-SCM in the firm will lead to fewer errors thus cost savings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>A. Mohammad M., Saharak and H. R. Yazdani (2012)</td>
<td>A study that revealed that the improvement in supply chain capabilities through Information Technology (IT) allows the firm to learn and respond to market changes better and quicker than competitors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Maguire et al., (2007)</td>
<td>&quot;Spreadsheets and databases as well as intranets” continue to be considered as main applications in creating competitive advantage in SMEs. Innovative use of the internet allows SMEs to take advantage of market opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Devaraj et al., (2007)</td>
<td>The most important impact of the Internet on supply chain management is likely to share large amounts of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Methodology

Data used in this research is secondary data. Secondary data is a time series data from 2000 to 2016 (16 years). Time series data is the data that is collected over time to provide an overview of the development of an activity during a specific period observed. This paper is a literature study of the previous study and past research from 18 journals.

4. Discussion

The implementation of electronic supply chain management can make enterprise more effective because high level of responsiveness like a faster access to communication, information sharing and customer service because in fact the internet enhances E-SCM by making real time information available and enabling collaboration between the partners cause the easy access to information generated, also make a greater integration, improve the management quality of enterprise, reduce inventory increasing agility and flexibility that reduce transaction costs in purchasing, reduce levels of inventory across a supply chain, also facilitates document preparation and provides for better remote access capability which will shorten production planning horizons, and increase potential for optimal distributions, reduce the impact of problems or errors that may occur of supply chain management in the enterprise.

![Figure 2. Framework in implementing E-SCM integrate with knowledge management.](image)

Over all we can say by implementing E-SCM enterprise will boost the effectiveness and efficiency by reduce operating costs, increase productivity finally increase revenue which indicates improvement in the economic performance of the enterprise or organization. Based on the previous research, implementation E-SCM in enterprise will have a better performance, a high level of performance will impact the satisfaction and pleasant’ customer thus make an enterprise trusted. Implementing electronic supply chain management can making-loyalty among customers. For example, if ordering process of electronic supply system has adequate attractiveness and high efficiency, it causes to reinforce satisfaction, trust and consequently causes to customer’s loyalty.

Internet and Information Technology (IT) are considered to be a significant strategic to most enterprise. [2] revealed that the improvement in supply chain capabilities through IT allows the firm to learn and respond to market changes better and quicker than competitors. The common used of the Internet is to extend enterprise from agent to agent, customer to customer, agent to the customer so there is no lack of time and distance and as result would lead to the satisfaction of the customer because of speed, agility and on time control. From above, the enterprise with E-SCM system will have a different scope of market with the not. Cause E-SCM will help enterprise to further develop. The role of E-SCM in management companies have an important role for the survival of the enterprise and allows enterprise to expand network market

Enterprise will get competitive advantages such as customer’s loyalty, efficiency and effective also able to do market development only if they have a good knowledge management (KM). To be knowledge management success, there are 7 key factors identified. These factors include: strong relation to business, perspective and mandatory architecture, knowledge leadership, the culture of creating and sharing knowledge, continuous learning, developed technology infrastructure, and systematic organizational knowledge process. According to [27] some criteria for the process of knowledge management in supply chain were define to identification of customers' needs regularly and periodically, evaluation of service and products quality of chain annually, evaluation the effect of changes. [26] defined that the focus of knowledge management on socialization is to remove the barriers of network and develop trade relations between major enterprise and its competitors in chain supply.

As we know that knowledge management has a major role in supply chain management. Knowledge management (KM) is believed as one of the most important competitive
resources in competitive market. To implement knowledge management in supply chain there are two kinds of sides that need to be concern: internal and external. As internalization factor, the initialization and implementation of knowledge phases step such as transfers explicit to implicit knowledge across applications of knowledge management through learning, quick solutions and sharing internal information. While the external factor include structural change of documents, contract documents, structural meetings and formal process. Externalization is more important in knowledge management of supply chain because sharing the informal information among structural meetings and information sharing processes enable to support and collaborative progress in supply chain network. [26] so we believe that enterprise can get effectiveness, efficiency, consumer’s loyalty and market development by integrating KM initiatives with E-SCM.

Figure 3. Adoption of E-Supply Chain Management.

From the figure we can see that by adopting electronic supply chain management, the agent of customer, the transporter and the supplier can exchange their information through E-mail, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and other access without visiting the partners physically. Then with the electronic supply chain management system make it easier to them in order to access the important data. Electronic supply chain management system also concludes the subsystems giving the advantages by helping them to develop product and to search also purchase sources that can be coordinate through web server. It also helps them monitoring the marketing, customer service and the production manufacture through coordination server.

Lastly, the electronic supply chain management system will be very useful to coordinate the logistics and the human resource system through database even the subsystems are managed by different departments, their also can connect with each other. According to [14] E-SCM puts emphasis on the sharing resources and integration of information systems between the participating entities in the supply chain. They also mentioned that with the use of the information technology, it is possible to collect and analyses various information in the supply chain and with this the business can manage full range of information on the purchase of raw materials, production, distribution, marketing, customer relationship and react fast to business changes in demand and trends.

4.1. The Implementation of Electronic Supply Chain Management

The E-SCM implement process includes looking for the trade partners, purchases, goods transportation and track, payments and post-sale services. Follow as:

Figure 4. Phases of market transactions: comparison of Schmidan Lindemann, 1998 and.
The implement of supply chain in international trade as the example explained [4] as the follow:

Looking For the Trade Partners

With the electronic commerce platform, enterprise can provide supply and demand information about the related products and the services to the customers around the world without going abroad which need a extremely high cost or in the other word as international trade so that domestic importers and exporters can find appropriate foreign trade partners.

Electronic Purchases

To simplify the goods distribution, reduce the cost and improve the efficiency performance of the enterprise. Present electronic purchase software may be divided into 3 categories advantages, there are:

- Can help the enterprise staffs to carry on the purchase through the computer.
- Can helps manager and the buyer to manage the purchase process, analyze transaction information and manage the suppliers.
- Can helps the manufacturers and distributors to sell products through the network. It usually includes the electronic catalogue, the electronic transaction order and so on Electronic Transportation and Track

EDI

EDI is being used in booking, handling containers and ships, tracking the cargos, transmitting documents, finance and settlement. With the application of merchandise tracking system on internet, the customers and trade partners can directly get inquire about the information of the cargo' conditions, get the transportation and commercial partners' information.

Online Payments

The online payment is e-bank will be established, so the domestic and foreign banks are adjusting their own strategies to meet the increasingly high requests of a bank in the electronic international trade

Electronic Post-sale Services

Internet is used in the post-sale service to collect the information of the customers and the products and store them into the database, also provides the new business increase for the enterprise and promotes customers' satisfaction and loyalty

Transactions Management Network

Electronic business makes the international trade transactions achieve network management paperless. The engaged enterprises can directly handle with the banks, the insurance companies, the taxation departments and the transportation companies to manage the related electronic bills and the electronic documents through internet, which has saved the time and the expense in transaction process.

Examples of enterprise that success of implement E-SCM: Dell, Walmart, Lanier Worldwide Inc, Ford Motor Enterprise and UPS Logistics group, Cisco Fujitsu in America, Adaptec, Home Depot, Proflowers. com’s cooperation with FedEx, HP etc.

4.2. Challenges and Benefit E-SCM

4.2.1. Benefit

- Easily Communicate and effectively with each other.
- Provides easy access to data generated, which can be provide useable information to those that need it.
- Information visibility and sharing, because of the easy access between enterprise or with supplier, they can get the visible information and sharing.
- Real time communication, the facility that provide by internet and information technology could improve communication between enterprise, supplier or agent become faster and in a real time.
- Order tracking, provide exact information about the order existence.
- Better real-time forecasting decision.
- Faster delivery; one of the most valuable advantage from ESCM is the availability of update information, such as an update number of inventory that will improve the distribution of inventory with no need having a warehouse.
- Improved partner relationships, because of the easy access which can increase the bonding.
- Understanding of customer needs, Increased customer satisfaction, related with the previous point, it will boost customer’s satisfaction.
- Faster market adaptation. Enterprise with the internet implementation can comply market movement.
- Reduced resources, by implementing ESCM enterprise does not need to have their own warehouse, because they could implement a just-in-time method.
- Cost savings; the ease of E-SCM can decrease enterprise cost in order to get a better performance.
- Increased profits. by reducing enterprise’s resource need, they will reduce the cost which impacted to the increase profit.

4.2.2. Challenges

One of the major problems that occur relates to problems with integrating is the technology used by the various parties in the supply chain. It is undeniable that one enterprise uses a software system that will not integrate easily with others or in this case supplier technologies. This creates a problem because it requires one of the suppliers to change their system to allow integration. If the supplier has one major customer, this may be not a problem, but the fact that many suppliers have various customers.

A lack of communication and blockage of transaction or goods with customers along the supply chain will make a broken supply chain that cause inefficiencies, reduces speed to market, and ultimately increases costs.

Electronic supply chain collaboration has proved difficult to implement in practice as there has been an over-reliance on technology and a failure to understand what information needs to be shared and, especially, how the business processes need to be changed when new technology is implemented [19]
To ensure the maximum use the enterprise must spend time and resources on upfront strategy development. Analyzing SCM opportunities and creating a clear E-Supply Chain roadmap and strategy offers the possibility to improve performance and successfully adopted.

Firms with high levels of e-Supply chain capability uncertainly have high levels of competitive advantage. The reason might be in that corporate supply chain strategies would be influenced by contextual factors, such as the type of industry, firm size, a firm’s position in the supply chain, supply chain length, and the type of a supply chain (divergent or convergence networks) [3].

According to [7] globalization, technology, e-business barriers and competency based on issues impact the development of e-supply chain in SMEs. In other words, it is important to consider the various natures, the ability to recognize and develop business opportunities when assessing the adoption of ICT and e-business technologies in SMEs (Taylor and Murphy, 2004).

As we explained earlier, in order to against challenges above enterprise need to have a knowledge management while implementing E-SCM.

5. Conclusion

Internet and IT influence SCM in enterprise, which give ease for sharing information, real time communication to customer or supplier, enabling to give fast response, et cetera. This advantage impacted to improve customer satisfaction, efficiency and effectiveness and increase the enterprise’ chance to do market development. The enterprise must also understand how technology does not automatically generate increase in the productivity, but it requires support from knowledge management. To be success knowledge management enterprise should have strong relation to leadership, the culture of creating and sharing knowledge, continuous learning, developed technology infrastructure, and systematic organizational knowledge process. Not only that in implement E-SCM there are some challenges that need to be faced by enterprise. Limitation of this study are:

Author not yet found the negative impact of knowledge management if it exists

Author can’t find other competitive advantages of implement E-SCM within knowledge management

Author can’t specifically determine the implementation of knowledge management in E-SCM system will be successful in all type of companies.
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